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1. The following easiest**, coonserniag the headqoartare administratisn
of pnajoet trfell.Uit were reached at a smiting hold in Clig• • elfin on
23 1D:41 iOn -1.whIsh ths tannin aro prosenter__	 Ji

.
for n, and 't 	 j let SP.

a. en as etw will take joint responsibility for the bead-
garters administration at DTPILIAR. Is practice, however, all
outgoing nail will go over the pseudonym of crx who nay, as he
sees fit, delegate signing pear.

b. A urnuiat team will he established in Quarters Sye for
the "Mae of sontrolling this project on behalf of SP and PE.
This tun sill initially consist of a Chief, who will inn
also as Polities' Advisor and liaison with State on this
project; a secretary, a nail dont, and is budget and fiscal
*Meer. Tin first throe will be provided by rig as soon as
possible. The latter (the need for whom is not immediate) will
be supplied by Si.

a. The DTPILLAN team office will receive all inswing and
outgoing mail related to ITTPILLAti and the chief of the teas will
be responsible to CP IS and CS? for proper action on this mail.

d. The following offices of :43 will be enlarged through the
addition of personnel detailed by nt for the purpose of handling
DTPILIAR requiresontas

(1) riffles headed by C.	 which is charged with
the sterilisation and preparation of alassifisd materials for c
denomination to DTPILIAX. This office has special arrangeonC-,•'
seats with the LAC agencies for the receipt of this asterisk
and an agreement with Security as to its utilisation. Those 13:L
arrenroments can be enlarged to cover DTPILt..ak needs. 	 Tag.

(2) Office charged with liaison on problems
alien utilised byr.._ 1, *doh can be enlarged
aliens utilised by PTPTCLAD.
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s. SP will undertake the processing of personnel and security

clearances (heretofore processed by PE) on behalf of the MILLAR
bat

2. It was recognised at this sleeting that SF has a background of
experience witr___ J which must he utilised on • day-to-day basis if
DTCILLAR is to avoid errors made byC_ r:), end proximite of the MILLA4
team to SP was deemed desirable for that purpose as well as for the
purpose of utilising Sin s administrative meehaniame.

3. It was recognised at the same time, however, that the Chief of
the MILLAR teem most ho fully oonveresite with activities of PR's
covert missions in order to assure proper coordination between these
two elements of rS activity. In his function as political officer of
MILL**, therefore, be will be primaril, responsible to CPS.
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